POST DOCTORAL RESEARCH ON BIOCATALYTIC UPGRADING OF NATURAL BIOPOLYMERS FOR REASSEMBLY AS MULTIPURPOSE MATERIALS (BIOUPGRADE)

NanoGUNE is a Research Center devoted to conducting world-class nanoscience research for a competitive growth of the Basque Country. NanoGUNE is a member of the Basque Research and Technology Alliance (BRTA) and is recognized by the Spanish Research Agency as a María de Maeztu Unit of Excellence.

Information

- **Deadline:** 2021-08-31
- **Category:** Business
- **Province:** Gipuzkoa
- **Country:** Basque Country
- **City:** Donostia

Company

CIC nanoGUNE

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functions

The position is offered in the Nanobiotechnology Group, led by R. Perez-Jimenez, r.perezjimenez@nanogune.eu. The Nanobiotechnology group is focused on atomic-force microscopy to study the mechanical features of proteins. The group is led by Dr. Perez-Jimenez and uses advanced molecular-biology techniques and cutting-edge force spectrometers to investigate the role of mechanical forces in biology. More information can be found at: https://www.nanogune.eu/nanobiotechnology. Our current climate emergency demands the transition to a biobased and circular economy, where multiple end products can be derived from renewable biomass resources. We are seeking for candidates to fill a Postdoctoral Position in experimental biochemistry, with a focus on protein design, engineering, and application in material sciences. The successful candidate will form part of a consortium with other institutions and companies, Aalto University (Finland), KTH University (Sweden) and the company UPM-KYMMENE (Finland), to work in the design of novel materials using the principles of enzyme catalysis and protein design. The successful candidate is expected to be an active part of the consortium participating in all activities programmed by the coordinators of the project including research, meetings, dissemination, organization, student guidance, amongst others.

Requisites

The ideal candidate will have: A PhD in Chemistry, Biochemistry, Biotechnology or related fields. Additionally, the candidate should Demonstrate Experience in the following Skills: Background and interest in protein and DNA biochemistry, protein characterization, gene editing, nanobiothechnology. Proficiency in English and communication skills. Good hands on experimental work, and a cooperative attitude.

Benefits

We promote teamwork in a diverse and inclusive environment and welcome all kinds of applicants regardless of age, disability, gender, nationality, race, religion, or sexual orientation. Other members of the consortium are: Aalto University (Finland): Our aim is to produce and optimize biocatalysts with potential to functionalize bio-fiber surface chemistry and/or control bio-fiber assembly. Our approach will include establishing micro-scale functional screens that rapidly evaluate biocatalysts for ability to control the surface charge, porosity, and targeted introduction of new functional groups within structural polysaccharides. For more information about BioUPGRADE positions at Aalto University, please contact Professor Emma Master at: emma.master@aalto.fi KTH (Sweden): Our aim is to implement surface functionalization of biofibres using biocatalysts developed by the BioUPGRADE partners towards applications in health and personal care. We will investigate the effect of the biocatalytic modifications on the assembly of the biofibres. Our approach will include multiscale structural analysis of the functionalized biofibres together with characterization of the macroscopic properties of the derived materials. For more information about BioUPGRADE positions at KTH, please contact Associate Professor Francisco Vilaplana at: franvila@kth.se UPM (Finland): Our aim is to apply different chemical and biocatalytic tools to functionalize bio-